**Connecting Pegs**

To connect with Laser Pegs®, slide two pieces together to form a connection. Slide each piece on and off smoothly. To build away from the Triangle Power Base, use the peg cord in one of the top three peg holes to illuminate your model! The 90° pegs are essential to construction but they DO NOT ILLUMINATE.

**Press button to turn on/off**

Push button to cycle through 3 different light settings.

1. Push button to turn on/off
2. Change the batteries.
3. Remove screws.
4. Change the batteries.
5. Push RED button to turn on!
6. Exhausted batteries are to be removed from the power base. Never connect more than 200 Laser Pegs®
7. Rechargeable batteries are to be removed from the power base. Do not mix alkaline, standard (carbon-zinc), or rechargeable (nickel-cadmium) batteries.
8. Non-rechargeable batteries are not to be recharged.
9. Rechargeable batteries require 3 AA Batteries.

**When Using Batteries**

- Use a 5 volt AC Adapter available from www.LaserPegs.com or Football Peg. Before applying stickers to the pegs, it is advisable to first wipe any dirt, oil or residue that may be on the surface of the pegs due to the laser pegs’ protective coating.
- Use high quality batteries. They will last a little longer, but they will still deplete rapidly the more laser pegs you connect!
- The AC adapter and the power base are to be regularly examined for damage. "To avoid from shorts, keep metal objects and other unauthorised materials from obstructing the peg holes."
- There will be two (2) sheets of NFL logo stickers included inside each individual NFL Series Laser Pegs® kit. These sheets of stickers will have a set of two (2) team logos that can be placed on either side of the Helmet or Football Peg. Before applying stickers to the pegs, it is advisable to first wipe any dirt, oil or residue that may be on the surface of the pegs due to handling with a clean dry cloth. This will help ensure proper adhesion to the peg surface.

**NFL Series Helmet and Football Peg**

The NFL Series Laser Pegs® kit includes the Football and Helmet Pegs. These shapes can be used with any other existing Laser Pegs® kit. Both the Football and Helmet Pegs illuminate.

**Helmet Peg**

The NFL Series Laser Pegs® kit Helmet Peg(s) is included.

**Football Peg**

Your NFL Series Laser Pegs® kit comes with a set of licensed NFL team decal stickers. There are two stickers per team included. These stickers can be affixed to the sides of the Helmet Peg or the Football Peg.

**Affixing NFL Team Logo Stickers**

Your NFL Series Laser Pegs® kit also includes bonus material from the NFL Rush Zone.

**When applying the NFL Series Laser Peg® Team Logo Stickers**

Supplied NFL team stickers will be reflected so that they will remain in the correct orientation when they are applied to either side of the Helmet or Football Peg.
TOUGH SLEDDIN’ : The “Dummy” sled is an integral part of training camp. It helps players get into shape and use to contact.

**TOUGH SLEDDIN’**

*Model Difficulty Level*

1. **STEP 1**
2. **STEP 2**
3. **STEP 3**
4. **STEP 4**
5. **STEP 5**
6. **STEP 6**
7. **STEP 7**
8. **STEP 8**
9. **STEP 9**
10. **STEP 10**
11. **STEP 11**
12. **STEP 12**
13. **STEP 13**
14. **STEP 14**
15. **STEP 15**
16. **STEP 16**

*Model Difficulty Level*

- **A**
- **B**
- **C**
- **D**

*Model Difficulty Level*

- **x2**

*Model Difficulty Level*
STEP 15
COMBINE A

STEP 16
COMBINE C

STEP 17
COMBINE C

STEP 18
ATTACH MODEL TO TRIANGLE POWER BASE.